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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances

are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
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Brings back memories.
10/10. Great game pls dont be stupid its rock paper scissors its a complet luck game and thats it its a fun litel game and its a
great game dont lisen to the haters of course ther its no f-ucking skill its a luck game the game its great to have and the
turnaments there its no pay to win at all so just give it a try but enter this game whit the ideea its all pure luck. Its an ok game for
its time. Its playable, but it is fairly creepy. Normally I would not buy something like this, but heck. It was 44 cents.. A Clean
game, you can see that they put a lot of love doing this game and it's free so play it. [Only for the serious Japaneses bike
enthusiast]

Bonzai! This is a fantastic iconic bikes pack that even the Emperor of Japan can agree with and by aquiring a little budjet in
credits even you can afford this bonzai pack with the Honda RC 213 V-S!. It doesn't work!!!!!!!!!!!!. I never liked golf games
and expected this game to be lame and dull. I was wrong. It was surprisingly fun with all the challanges and super powered golf
balls. If you want to buy a Worms game its most likely not the one you are looking for, but its a pretty fun game so you can give
it a shot.. Squigly is the best character in this game, always get her.. This used to be a positive review. Now it is not. You go
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in buy this game a year or two again good stuff, you have a nice Discord with a small community.
Some of my best friends I met on this game. Then, someone started posting some Isis
decapitation\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on the Discord, and two people who had been on the server for a while
were given mod to deal with it.

Fast forward to spring 2017 and the last update rolled out. We were told that a new update would come out soon. That never
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing happened. Fair enough I suppose, games stall in development. But not a word from the devs at
all. And then the community slowly starts to thin out. Fastforward again to summer 2018. Only people left are me, the mods,
and some new guys who just joined.

These mods are the problem. They keep denying that the game is dead till they get word from the owner. Good
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing luck with that he hasn't said \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all for the best part of a year. Another
bad part of this is that the mods think they're bigger than god and if you disagree with them you get
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in banned.

This becomes a problem when a guy joins the Discord asking if the community is dead. I said yes, there are literally like 5
people who pay attention to what happens on the Discord. A mod says the game is on a "hiatus until we hear otherwise". I ask
them when the last time they played and they just repeat themselves. I say "uh huh" and they tell me not to lip off, and I yet
again sarcastically agree to their god complex and I get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in banned.

So long story short the mods who were promoted on a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in whim think they're bigger than God and
they ban anyone who disagrees with them, because why not when the owner gives zero \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s?

Do not buy this game for the love of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing god. It now has reduced from a playerbase of like 5 people
to 4 thanks to the immaturity of the moderators and the lack of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 given by the owner.

This game had potential but it's painfully obvious it's been abandoned. The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing mods deny it because
they like the illusion of power over a couple people but if anyone has a fraction of a blind man they can see it's dead as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Do. Not. Buy. This. Game.. As you've probably read in the other reviews this game has some
problems. It features door chimes even though the units featured have never had door chimes, its set in the 70s and yet features
the 7 line diamond and circle logos which did not exist yet, and it has few glitches (passenger walks into an invisible wall while
attempting to board the train) . The missions aren't very good, they tried too hard to make a simulator into a game and they are
all way too arcadey and the last mission is really out of place and weird giving this game a 12 age rating. There are two
exceptions to this though 'Whiteout' (Brad Pommeroy) and Black Ice (Adam Livsey) which I found to both be very good except
the time limit on the former is way too short encouraging early departures and recklessness'.

Despite this though if you are considering purchasing this I would recommend it. The sound is very well done (although some
sounds are reused from WoS3), the graphics are ok, and the world is rendered in typical WoS accurate very high detail with no
re-used models or textures (Not sarcasm encase you haven't played WoS). Also as a TML-Studios game you can leave the train
and walk around and explore stations and this time the depot. It's worth noting that TML have fixed many things criticized in
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other reviews and there is now cab sway for example.

But although I would recommend this game I wouldn't recommend paying £26.99 for it that's a ridiculous move by Aerosoft as
all new simulators are generally sold for £24.99 at retail (and TS DLC, which is basically what this is, is sold for £24.99 new as
well) not only that but it costs less everywhere else in the world (at least £4 cheaper https://steamdb.info/app/343070/). So if
you're in the UK I recommend buying it on Amazon where it is cheaper and the DVD activates on Steam plus you get a box,
DVD and printed manual. But if you are in the UK I'd recommend WoS 3 (/app/283620).
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It's a cute zombie survival game where you pick up mushrooms and mix them to make your bombs to hit at zombies. The
zombies come in waves so you'll have to be in your feet .

Recommended for the single player zombie people.. A game for achievement hunters. With broken achievements :v. I did want
to check this game out on my own because of the bad reviews and i have to say: they are true!
For the money you pay its just far too less gameplay... I'm very disappointed :\/ The game really is only like 15 minutes long.
I have to admit that the game is sometimes quite funny, but everything else seems very unpolished and amateurish...
Also the voice acting of the barkeeper is horrible... you can clearly hear that the voice got downpitched in some crappy way :\/

There are also some graphic bugs, like seeing the non existent cars headlights through the walls, but that wouldnt matter too hard
if the game was actually good.

I doubt that the other episodes will be better...
Not worth the money... Save your lifetime and your money... :(. Loot Hunter reminds me of Drug Wars but on Sea with Pirates!
Buy products cheap and sell high at other ports, make lots and lots of money, upgrade your ship and take on pirates, rival rogue
captains, or the French, Spanish or English ships. The battle system is a very simple match 3 puzzle game, it does need a bit of
work as sometimes 3 or more items touch each other but dont automatically collect unless you switch them and then they drop,
this could result in potentially cause problems when you take on bigger stronger ships, there are many quests to take on, hidden
loot to find with treasure maps and an ever increasing amount of challenges. Best way to win is to hoard your money and buy the
biggest baddest ship then you can easily wipe the decks with any other ship you come across. To do this though you need to buy
and sell as mentioned earlier. Great game if you enjoy 3 match puzzles and of course pirates!. If you want the brief opinion,
here it is: if you are looking for the space horror, you can buy "Phantaruk" without any doubts (and don't forget to check
"Syndrome" as well).

You are a single person on the space ship, haunted by unknown evil... You will need to make your way throug the maze-like
sectors, hiding from the mercyless hunter and fighting agains virus, striking you from within...

The game is relatively short and it is not as polished as "Alien: Isolation", for example, but it can be thrilling and enjoyable.

Good things:
- i do like the level design;
- stealth mechanic isn't flawless, but it works for me (little spoiler: sound doesn't trigger enemy attention... well, almost);
- voiceover is surprisingly good, i would say, perfect for this game;
- enemies are truly terrifying;
- idea about "lethal conditions" for your alter ego is very good and it is encorporated well;
- story is good in total;
- convenient checkpoint system.

Now something i did not like:
- story, while being interesting, is presented badly;
- final is over-rapid and it leaves player unsatisfied;
- task log is crap: you are doing things without any idea, why. It comes especially sharp during the final part (player definitely
needs more explanations);
- graphic engine is a bit laggy;
- Spoiler alert red (don't read this, if you haven't finished the game): Phantaruk is teleported to some parts of the level instead of
pursuing you linearly. This damages the stealth mechanic, but even worse, it feels with that teleportation, that Phantaruks are
many, which is against the storyline. I believe actually, that there are more than one on some levels (for example, when you're
lurking through the storage rooms, you can just run from one Phantaruk to another, maybe, it is possible to force them to meet
each other :)

Well, regardless of some flaws, "Phantaruk" is a good space horror. Some ideas are just brilliant (like usage of pulse or that
smoky labyrinth), the experience will give you some nice shivering, the story and the voiceover are worth of your time.

P:S: \u043e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443\u0448\u043a\u0430, \u043d\u0435
\u0443\u0441\u0442\u0443\u043f\u0430\u0435\u0442 "Syndrome". \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c
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\u0436\u0443\u0442\u043a\u043e, \u0432\u044b\u0433\u043b\u044f\u0434\u0438\u0442 \u0438
\u0437\u0432\u0443\u0447\u0438\u0442 \u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u043e, \u0432
\u043a\u043e\u043c\u043f\u043b\u0435\u043a\u0442\u0435 \u043d\u0435\u043f\u043b\u043e\u0445\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044f, \u0445\u043e\u0442\u044f
\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043f\u043b\u0438\u0432\u043e
\u0437\u0430\u043a\u043e\u043d\u0447\u0435\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f. \u0418,
\u043a\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0442\u0438, \u0435\u0441\u0442\u044c \u0440\u0443\u0441\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0439
\u044f\u0437\u044b\u043a \u0441\u043e \u0432\u043f\u043e\u043b\u043d\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u044b\u043c \u043f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0432\u043e\u0434\u043e\u043c.. I
decided to not recommend this version of the game because of its additional contributions to the original. A.R.E.S. was already
a decent sidescrolling platformer. This is simply an upgrade in graphics. minor adjustments to game mechanics, and the
inclusion of more story (which is told through cutscenes). Besides those changes, the game is exactly the same as the original
and does not merit the price that it was given at launch and still does not merit. I would only buy this game on sale, even if you
do not own it.. Battle High 2 A+ is not a quality fighting game, not even in comparison to mediocre arcade fighters of the 90's.
Movement is choppy throughout the game (I've only played training and arcade mode), and special moves, especially supers, are
often difficult to execute even though their commands are simple. Speaking of special moves, there are apparently no EX
moves, despite that there is a three-section super meter; in other words, your super meter increases by three stages, yet you can't
do anything with it until it reaches maximum capacity.

There are yet more problems with this game. The excessive pushback that one suffers from successfully attacking an opponent
makes executing combos a difficult task. Combo execution is further complicated by the small size of the sprites: it is difficult
to use spacing to one's advantage when the sprites seem so distant from the player's perspective. (My computer opponents
actually spent most of their time shadow boxing on the other end of the screen!) Lastly, there are serious audio issues with this
game regarding volume levels, specifically. The audio seems fine in the menu, pause screen, etc., but during matches, the music
volume plummets. I have my music volume set to twice the value of the voices and sound effects, yet I can hardly hear the
music during matches. Lastly (for real this time), while stage artwork appears smooth, the sprites are roughly pixelated. If
everything were pixelated, this would actually be a smaller concern, but since only the sprites are pixelated (again, roughly so), it
makes the whole scene look rather awkward.

The game's only saving grace, I think, is in its character concepts. In arcade mode, I played Principal, who is basically a school
principal and aspiring dictator with psychic powers, including the ability to conjure large fists of psychic energy. I tend to
appreciate goofy character concepts such as this; unfortunately, the game's overall flawed design made playing the character
burdensome, not fun. Halfway through arcade mode, I found myself hoping that the experience would be over soon.

In conclusion, although the game has an interesting concept, it plays so poorly that I wouldn't recommend it even if it were free.
If you want a cheap fighting game, make a big wishlist and wait for something much better to go on sale for $5 or less... or just
buy Last Blade 2 for $10 and call it a day. :). The game isnt the most polished experience that you can get, but its definitely fun
and totally worth getting especially since its free. It currently only has three minigames but they are enjoyable. My personal
favourite was the archery one, it got intense really quickly and gave a sense that the enemies could hurt you. I would definitely
recommend trying it out.. loading simulator 2015 (multiplayer doesnt work.)
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